WSCCG PATIENT REVOLUTION – 12 JULY 2017 - OPEN SPACE
Afternoon Session notes
Youth education about healthcare system
What do young people need to know about the Health care system?
What does the system need to know from them?



















What do schools (primary- college) currently know about health?
What questions do health and care receive from them?
What messages and script is available to give out?
What feedback has been received?
Do CYP understand their own health as patients?
Young people as citizens - how does it work?
Need two way message and dialogue
One option: use social media
Engage with primary and age appropriate messages.
Could the CCG hold a youth conference?
Look at needs of disadvantaged CYP and social prescription
o Art project pilot in Stowmarket?
o The CYP service seems disproportionate to the high level of anxiety that
exists – how can this be addressed?
Advice that could be given:
o Via School Nurse
o Information on wellbeing
o Mental Health training
o New single point of access with advice and guidance to all.
Advise that schools, CYP, SCC, Health and Social Care work together to educate
including preventative i.e. exercise, general health issues and eating well.
CYP groups and parent groups need to link with schools.
Improve communication - CYP talk about anxiety and user group experience
Learn from all experiences – understand what young people want at different ages
and what messages they want to know about NHS
o Your GP- what I do?
o Your hospital clinician
o Your Nurse GP/Acute
o Other areas
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Accessing GP appointments






There is concern about difficulties in making appointments at some GP Surgeries
There has been a suggestion of online interaction by the Federation of GPs
Online Suffolk – difficulty engaging with GP practices - lack of referrals and transfer
of information to practices
Improve communication with patients to let them know what support is available and
how system works – so less frustrating for patients
Remove barriers to getting appointments

Sustainability and Transformation Plans (STP)
Do we know what they are?
Do we know what they involve?
Are you involving the service user?












STP is Government lead with IESCCG/ NEECCG/ WSCCG
1 million people are affected
It involves 26 partners including SNT, Mental HealthTrust, Ipswich and West Suffolk
Hospital and the voluntary and Community Sector.
Culture change: “stop the gaps” where patients fall between
Multi agency joint working to change/improve future services
Plans evolve with patient involvement and consultation
How do the CCG own this and fund it appropriately keeping the funding where it is
needed
‘’Needs led funding’’
Gives greater borrowing power for the future - evidence lead
It is not about closing community hospitals.
Knowing the future demographics i.e. there will be greater need for support as more
elderly with long term conditions but bed number remain as now. So treatment and
care needs managing differently
o Self-care
o Shared ownership
o Social prescribing



There are other plans to enable patient care - involving the community (Resilience)
o Meet the community- inform and educate
o Take local needs in to account
o Prevention of admission
o Keeping well



Request to slow down and ensure robust plans are checked and validated - this
must not just be about saving money
Need data sharing and integrated services
Improve people’s overall wellbeing
Need a long term plan that is dynamic
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Validated pilot projects have already started - community services project is being
rolled out as alliance working with better connectivity services co located for easy
access
Need to have difficult conversations with no SILO working
Empower the local community
Include advocacy for those unable to understand

Discharge of mental health patients
Improving the experience so it is less frightening
















Help support people to see it as a positive thing
The experience is different depending on which service you are discharged from
Discharge is ‘done to you’? Is the language used making us negative?
Use more positive language and ways
People who are discharged from 2nd care but don’t have a care worker – so can feel
cast adrift
Can the clinicians talk about them going home from when they are admitted to set
the scene?
Allow for mental health patients to have the ‘safety net’ of knowing what they can get
back in if needed
When people are discharged, don’t just give a leaflet. People need to be worked with
to introduce them to new things. There is a need for more support workers /friends to
give a smoother process
Can people have an agreed amount of sessions with a support worker to settle in
A conversation needs to start at the beginning, but it doesn’t currently. A clinician in
the group felt it did but it doesn’t.
Hardwicke House PPG offered to help
Need to have ways to help people learn from people with real experience
Peer support in groups doesn’t work like it should
Is there a need for staff training to know that it’s good to talk about discharge from
the start and that it won’t compromise anything clinically?

IT public engagement






Direct referrals from GP – social prescribing – how can they be made securely?
Patient engagement – how?
How are staff members kept informed?
Community engagement interested people. How could a group, interested in the
topic be kept informed – CEG?
Sharing is important
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Joint working - Emotional Health and Wellbeing HUB
Education/autism/social care and health








Difficulty with time scales/funding time scales- more co-operation could help.
Person in middle valued by who? – funds?
 Autism Suffolk- continue patient new skills centre
 Home from day care- dementia and brain damage
 Huge remit to cover
 No funding-diagnosed
HUB moves forward - 10 options not just child - effects all the family.
Single relationship - what are they doing? How to prioritise?
Look at what is needed and prioritise for child and family. Family becomes in CRISIS
and all agencies involved - health and social care – education?
Solutions:
o Need a co-ordinator to work with family to form a trust so they know they can
help them to make change
o Wellbeing hub helps
o action plan needs to happen
o Start with family - parents first
o Need trust, then programmes - parenting courses work well and more
engagement
o Value in service - trying to get funding - understanding is the first step
o TRUST keeps coming up along with understanding what their needs are
o Decide where 16+ go next and how they can be supported. Need funding to
support those CYP - expectations too high



Advice:
o HUB- Bring together all services
0-25 to NSFT/MDT/CYP and SCC

PMHW
School Nurse
Social Worker
What is offer beyond health and SCC?

- They will refer to NSFT
)
- Parenting program
) What is best for CVP 0-25?



Issue:
o Triple P- stable, reasonable health
o 90% not in a place to undertake PPP but is a court order-Evidence base not
always the best
o HUB
o What do we commission health and social care?
o What is offer- SPCN co-producing this and part of culture of the team
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Challenges Health and social care
Issues have flagged AAT families/ patients and carers does not work and
organisations working separately
o HUB will work better as brings everyone together to have conversations to
understand other roles and responsibilities
o Evidence based information is a reality
Concerns:
o 3rd sector funds reducing
o How to get more funding
o Good will of others who could earn more but can ensure a service is better
for CYP and families
o
o



GP services running 7-days a week
Out of hours/accessing GP services at the weekend















If you have an incident at home –what do you do? Timing?
Referred to WSH – waited 1 hour
What plans have West Suffolk to promote 24 Hr service, Hubs and GP+ services
Improve communication with patients about what services are available
Accessing GP services at weekends :- in order to make the best use of medical time
– is it better than a GP on call?
GPs working alone –increasingly unsafe?
Initially cooperation - now it’s within the community
Access to records - Broadband not brilliant in Suffolk. The main problem is lack of
signal - not confidentiality
Do people want to go to surgery on Sundays?
Many non-British and people who live near the hospital use A&E – need education
Translate chart have to use NHS for non-British
Try to make as non-reliant as possible
Parking at West Suffolk Hospital - very expensive, extra parking for disabled: up the
slope
In patients - as nurses all have trolleys with computers – helpful for access to
information

Pulmonary rehab





Exercise groups are helpful/informative - 6 week’s course.
Should be more accessible so can be done more
Better communication needed so more people know about it
Encourage the setting up of little exercise groups
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Care in the community and discharge





















Access
Discharge planning should start at admission - very early. Find out about home
circumstances. Medically fit for discharge? What is needed?
Managing expectations “I will improve ... I will get better”
Embedding a self-care and prevention strategy – monthly SCC early stages
(ACS/Suffolk PC/Mind/SNHC)
Working together through Connect project - use of community based sevices
Help isolated people
Family support worker - concerted efforts outside of a crisis.
Awareness of people in their communities - before and after admission.
Mental health – wards – bed blocking because can’t find a care company that won’t
say no
Care in the community.
Inadequate positive responsive from care companies. Care companies don’t want to
take on the risk eg: do uneconomic cases
Independent living with medication reminder. Particularly difficult when people have
learning difficulties – aren’t good at taking care
Family carers are not often involved - poor communication; lack of timely sharing;
lack of discharge planning at start
Discharge and risk is “scary” – does it mean they can’t come back?
Inadequate recording/care plan
Discharge journey is not supported subjectively
Change wording from discharge to pathway
Every sector stretched financially. Need joined up working to create a greater
perception of support
Access to lots of different services so can get impact. Need an “expert”
advocate/mentor who coordinates
Share information smartly

Mental Health – access, assessment and wellbeing


People fall between two - Left in limbo



Peer support groups – patients being referred to AAT. Told not 111 enough and
wellbeing not well enough
o Is this a commissioning gap as two contracts?
o Could this be down to the fact that people want fill in terms? Discussion talking
about how hard it is with for people to get support to help them go to places like
CAB etc.
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Do the clustering cause problems? Wellbeing is 1-4 and those between 4 & 5 are
the ones that bounce around
What sort of services is it that people can’t access?
What is the deciding block between the two contracts? AAT & Well being
Clinicians in AAT able to see patients for a couple of sessions and then move in to
wellbeing
Can there be some more flexibility to ensure people who are 4 ½ cluster can be
seen in either?
Definitely an issue if anyone self-harms. Example of a patient who saw wellbeing for
a while until she mentioned self-harm, then they said they wouldn’t see them again
GP’s not aware that wellbeing does not see people who have self-harmed. Can
primary care awareness be arranged?
What are the numbers who may need a bit of both services who receive less?
Is part of the issue demand and capacity and the services might “protect” their
capacity?
Is the gap in complex psychology, peer support or psychiatry? Felt it was peer
support and psychology
Patients don’t see CPN’s. They see support workers in NSFT or in voluntary sector
Some people from 2nd care services feel concerned about being cast adrift and
unable to get back in
Some peer support let them come back in for a year (Richmond Fellowship). Always
happy for people discharged to come back
The highlighted issue is from a Stowmarket - unsure of problems in other areas

Better use of pharmacy services













How might we use pharmacist services more?
How can we maximise use of other healthcare options?
People overseas often have to pay to see GP - so their 1st response is pharmacist
Need to up skill pharmacists in CRUK to deal with oncology patients
Build GP & Pharmacy relations
Empower patients to access pharmacy services via “speakers”.
Ask Practice Patient groups for advice
Use “on hold” phone messages to promote pharmacies e.g. “Think
Pharmacy/pharmacist”
Improve pharmacists access to summary care records.
Utilise data about use of pharmacies/pharmacists
Piggyback onto other health campaigns to spread the message and use Parish
councils to disseminate info “Think Pharmacy/pharmacist” in their Parish Magazines
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Lack of GP & Community Nurse cover at night









Care - night service between 6.30pm – 08.00am. 111 access and 1 GP for Suffolk to
attend patient if necessary
o Staffing issues/recruitment of GP’s (shortfall)
o Paying their own insurances
o Distances in rural areas a problem
o GP Federation
 Evenings 6.30-9.00pm BSE/Stowmarket/Felixstowe/Leiston/Wickham
Market
 Location 9am – 9pm Sat Ipswich
}
 Pre booked 9am – 1pm Sun/Ipswich } GP+
 Bank Holidays
}
In summary – One GP attending Patients overnight fails to meet the need.
It was not possible to transport patient due to EOL care. Pain control was a major
issue. - Call ambulance
GP contracts do not allow them to provide this service locally.
EOL training maybe lacking – encourage
Early prescription of prescription for EOL meds
Syringe drivers in place ready
Hospice house? Local training nurse delivers meds

Social Prescribing
Linking GPs & the Voluntary and Community Sector













Clarify how to get medical professionals to link effectively with the Voluntary and
Community Sector (VCS)
Better explain what is social prescribing?
How can VCS link with GP’s/wider system?
o Use of infolink/map of medicine?
How can services access GP’s/link better?
Use of buddies when attending new groups is key.
Mentoring/handholding – VCS – “being dumped” with complex cases in the
community
Whole system needs to consider joint working to provide appropriate support.
Resources – logistics/planning re. how to get the vulnerable person from A to B
Need to define who services are for
Rural problems and associated issues
Organisational learning – share details with other services
New cases identify different needs each time
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Services centrally blossom out from small ideas/seeds
Feedback process to referrers – needs to be clear route established with 1st care.
Example given – patient with respiratory distress & mental ill health – delay in GP
visiting - subsequent patient death
How can voluntary services engage with support services?
Lack of response when flagging safeguarding concerns to SCC
Volunteers are vulnerable themselves
Lack of clear escalation process when things go wrong
Improve access point between VCS & public sector – when situations go beyond
their remit
How can concerns be effectively escalated
Warm handovers between organisations - to prevent; approach is essential but does
not happen
Training for volunteers – educational opportunities for VCS to up skill to mitigate risk

Better communications practices and their patients


Concerns have been raised about communications between practices and their
patients following recent events in Haverhill which have triggered the following
concern for all practices:
o Should practices be more open with patients to ensure that there is a shared
understanding around decisions being made and no misunderstandings?
o Having a conversation around what resources will be put in place to support
practices with delivering care to their patients in a way that patients
understand and identify with
o Empowering patients with information to help them better understand the
decisions that are made at both a local and national level that affect the
delivery of the healthcare services that they received

Participants’ feedback
Verbal









Thought provoking/Inspirational - thank you for your time
Energy and enthusiasm/surprising/listening & learning/great ideas to take forward.
Really inspirational – key points: communication/VCS funding
Good to reflect on plans for SPOA & capturing VCS sector
Direct feedback good/enjoying it – good to talk to service users
Communications – about services still a big issue
Passionate/exciting/interesting to hear other views
All about relationship building
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Dynamic approach – VCS sometimes feels a lonely place
Incredibly valuable to hear about hidden issues and concerns shared by others.
Great platform - these events never cease to inspire me. The enthusiasm to work
together is inspiring
Good to see localities work. WSFT looked after me for 60 years well.
Challenge of communications of fantastic work ongoing
Communication is important
Slight disappointment that some issues keep coming up.
Useful networking and more integrated working
Amazed at the emotion
Congrats to all those involved in organising as very inspiring
Didn’t’ know what social prescribing was before
Highly information and please remember “The Shed”
Good to talk to so many elements and hear about innovation at local level and
joining the dots
Thanks to all about STP group. “Talk the talk - walk the walk”
Very positive seeing change
Thank you for organising - I have learnt a lot – very useful
Came supporting family and friends with MA. Learnt a lot
Elephant in the room “resources” not touched
Want to see a push political leaders to improve resources
CYP and MH – key is communications to focus on
Feel inspired I will go back to Haverhill to say “have you been to the pharmacist”

Written form
Q: What was your reason for coming today?
To find out:
 What has happened since last year
 More information on what the CCG is about
 How to better support patients
 How to make a difference to future service delivery
To:








Network
Share experiences
Raise concerns
Listen, research and be inspired
See how an engagement event runs
Report back to my PPG
Promote information sharing
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To represent:
 OneLife Suffolk
 Age UK Suffolk
Q: Did you achieve what you wanted by coming today?
All response was positive - comments include:
 “very informative”
 “interesting to hear perspective of others”
 “Absolutely”
Q: What do you feel were the strengths of this conference?








The interaction of the open space discussions which is effective and productive
Participants creating the agenda
Networking opportunities
Diversity of participants which included individuals and organisation representatives
The opportunity to be heard and hear others – communicate with each other
Dynamic and engaging discussions
It was informative, well organised, relaxed and focused

How could this conference be improved?








It was sometimes difficult to hear people speaking in the groups, so suggest:
o Choosing a venue with better acoustics
o Encouraging people to speak more clearly
o Having more room between groups
Improve delegate numbers/diversity e.g. younger people
Encourage better use of name badges so they can be read. (Clear writing/good
placement)
Have a break in the middle and run to full time (Finished early).
Offer the opportunity to send in questions before hand
Suggestions for improving public communication: More use of social media (general
comment – no further detail). Use patients in a video to highlight the successes of
the previous year.
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